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The barge Ami Constant which was commissioned to be on standby following 

the Wakashio oil spill off Mauritius. The barge collided with the tug towing it 

causing the tug to sink with loss of life. 

There’s no end to the pain for those closest to the action following the 

breaking up of the MV Wakashio bulk carrier and resultant oil spill off 

Mauritius. 

The latest development is that a support tug to the Japanese-owned MV 

Wakashio has also sunk. Three of its eight crew members have died and a 

fourth is still missing. The accident happened on the night of 31 August.                     

The Sir Gaetan Duval owned by the Mauritius Port Authority tug was towing an 

unmanned and empty barge at the time. The vessels were en route to Port 

Louis from Pointe d’Esny in the south east of the country. 
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According to reports there was heavy swells when the two vessels got into 

trouble about 30 miles north of the original crash site of the MV Wakashio.  

This was close to where about three dozen dolphins had washed up dead on the 

coast. 

Investigation ongoing  Precise information about what happened is 

unconfirmed as the investigation is still ongoing. A witness has however come 

forward to say he saw the incident from the beach at Poste-Lafayette. He told 

local media that “he noticed the waltz of the tug Sir Gaetan Duval, which ‘was 

circling, off’. He was heading north, he says, but then took his binoculars to see 

more closely.“I thought I saw a small boat with one or two people on board, it 

was right next to the tug. It was dark and it was difficult to distinguish what 

was going on”…A local fisherman who helped to retrieve some of the crew 

members says he also saw the two vessels but “his priority was to save lives”. 

The rescued crew members were all transported to Pamplemousses hospital for 

treatment. 

Activation of National Oil Spill Contingency Plan 

According to a statement issued by the Mauritian Ministry of Environment, Solid 

Waste Management and Climate Change, the Sir Gaetan Duval was carrying 25 

T of diesel for its own use. It also had lubricating oil present in its engine. This 

necessitated activating the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan. 

The Taylor Smith Group has confirmed it is the owner of the barge Ami 

Constant. It says the barge was commissioned to be on standby following the 

MV Wakashio oil spill. 

The company confirmed the barge was unpowered and had no crew on board at 

the time of the tragedy.                                                                                    

Environmental impact 



Officers of the Ministry and other stakeholders were despatched to the site and 

are monitoring any environmental impact.Local and Japanese experts are 

undertaking aerial, water and air quality, flora and fauna and ecological 

surveys. 

Sorbent booms have also been deployed as a precautionary measure.Local 

media report that the Port Master, Captain Louis Gervais Barbeau, has tendered 

his resignation. 
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